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SIAchain Studio

Integrate the value of 
blockchain in your business 
and develop your ideas 
rapidly
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The technological challenges relating to 
the Blockchain world are more difficult to 
address because of its unique features, 
including a development model that is only 
partially open source, a distributed platform 
and a complete lack of central oversight.

Executive 
Summary
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Is Blockchain 
a challenge?

Technical expertise and experience are the 
key elements to ensure the full development 
and go-live of blockchain-based solutions, 
with a consequent increase in business-side 
value. 

SIAchain Studio makes it possible to 
implement new solutions effectively 
and efficiently. The offering consists of a 
Blockchain infrastructure suitable for IT 
and combined with business-facilitation 
components zeroing time to market.

Create your Blockchain applications quickly 
and easily with SIAchain Studio.

Blockchain is a versatile, secure technology with no 
central oversight. This has allowed it to spread quickly 
and be used to provide services to companies. 
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The challenges of adopting 
an emerging technology   

The various Blockchain protocols focusing on 
enterprise applications (such as Ethereum, 
Hyperledger Fabric and R3 Corda) share 
speed of evolution and a substantial absence 
of widespread, common standards. 

As a result, development teams may find 
constant difficulty in having to adapt their 
knowledge, taking time and resources away 
from business challenges.

Using SIAchain Studio, developers can 
create their applications focusing exclusively 
on functional aspects even without having 
a particular expertise on the technology 
stacks necessary to create a blockchain, 
thus avoiding having to build a blockchain 
environment on which to develop and test 
their own application.

SIAchain Studio  

SIAchain Studio is a solution, based on the SIAchain technology 
infrastructure, designed to reduce the overall effort of organizations 
when creating distributed applications, thus helping development 
teams overcome the typical challenges that must be faced during the 
lifecycle of Blockchain-based applications.

The reduction of time to market through ease of integration is at the 
heart of SIAchain Studio’s value proposition.

SIAchain Studio aims in fact to reduce time to market through optimal 
ease of integration of technological components and a set of clear 
guiding principles:
�enabling implementation based on common standards in all 

projects;
�providing a set of APIs to support development teams so that they 

can become rapidly productive; 
�abstracting the code of specific Blockchain protocols allowing 

development teams to follow design models common to all 
platforms.

Integration with the existing system
Use your authentication system 
to manage access to Blockchain 
applications through simple APIs.

Seamless user experience
Thanks to integrated management, 
SIAchain Studio eliminates entry 
barriers to Blockchain, such as nonce 
or gas fee. 

Compliant Solutions
All actions and transactions, in 
addition to  verification of access 
rights, are tracked  through logs and 
dedicated dashboards.

Production-ready solution
SIAchain Studio is ready to use with 
services built to enterprise-grade 
standards.
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Technical Overview

The main technical features of SIAchain Studio are: 
adoption of the OpenApi standard for all the services based on API REST
all real-time events are sent through Kafka or WebHook topics
�services are developed using various application components to support the Blockchain components such as 

Identity Manager, API Gateway, bridge, Node and Java-based registries and a Database layer based on Mongo DB 
and PostgreSQL
safe, scalable and robust solutions thanks to the integration of the various components.

The platform makes all APIs available through a swagger interface that facilitates their integration and testing.

Blockchain client implementations are available for:
�Ethereum (Hyperledger Besu)- Web3 Java SDK (available).
�R3 Corda - SDK Client Kotlin (H2 2021).
�Hyperledger Fabric - Java SDK (H2 2021).

SIAchain Studio is hosted in SIA’s private cloud, but it could be set up on any on-premise system.

Figure 1: 
Components of the 
reference architecture
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Service components    

API Gateway 
The API Gateway is the gateway to all the 
services provided by this platform. The services 
are displayed as REST interfaces and are 
published on the API Gateway, which provides:
�full description of all APIs available for the 

platform
�integration of all platform services through 

authentication and authorization for the 
execution of each service.
�throttling to set a maximum limit on the 

consumption of platform services and 
prevent over-consumption.

Service Discovery 
Service Discovery enables platform services 
to be registered dynamically and keep their 
status constantly up to date. It also provides a 
functionality to locate services based on their 
update status. 
The API Gateway is integrated with Service 
Discovery to route incoming calls to the final 
endpoints of all services. 

On-boarding service
The on-boarding service facilitates the setup 
of multiple organizations on the platform. The 
following features are supported:
�introduction of new Blockchain peer-to-peer 

nodes for the organizations
�introduction of new user IDs for organizations 

present on the platform and on the 
Blockchain
�if necessary, elimination from the network of 

any existing node of an organization.

Configuration service 
The service maintains all the configurations 
required by the system:
�off-chain database configurations
�specific configurations for the Blockchain 

platform: 
•  Ethereum environment and specific 
configurations for smart contracts

•  Hyperledger Fabric Environment and specific 
configurations for chaincode (TBD)

•  R3 Corda environment and specific CorDapp 
configurations

•  Blockchain certificate configurations (TBD)
�All configurations specific to the service 

platform.

Security components
The security services provide the necessary 
functionalities to authenticate and authorize 
any user or request.

The authentication service includes 
implementations of adapters for the various 
authentication protocols supported:
�oAuth: this configures the platform with 

an existing oAuth server. It accepts the 
specific details of the authorization and 
checks them against the oAuth server.
�External Identity Providers 

The access service provides role-specific 
access rights management for the entire 
platform. It verifies whether the users have 
the required access profile for the task they 
intend to perform.
This service is integrated with the API Gateway 
to intercept platform-specific service requests 
and verify access rights.

Transaction services 
This set of services helps manage 
transactions on the Blockchain platform.

Notification service
This service helps track events based on 
the operations carried out on the assets 
maintained on Blockchain and sends 
notifications accordingly. It provides 
implementations to send notifications via 
text message, email and by using messaging 
queues. It also facilitates the forwarding of 
push notifications to mobile applications.

Search service 
The search service can perform quick 
searches through off-chain data indexing.

MAIN FEATURES:

�Abstraction of 
the JSON/RPC 
API as simple 
JSON

�ABI type 
mapping, 
solidity code 
compilation, 
concurrency 
control, RLP 
encoding

�Nonce 
management

�Smart 
compiling of 
contracts, 
instantiation 
and 
transactions 
without an 
Ethereum 
library 

�Smart Contract 
API generator 
and Swagger 
interactive  
console 

�Kafka-
supported 
messaging 
for reliable 
streaming of 
Blockchain 
transactions
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Advantages for financial 
users   

 Accelerated development and time-to-
value
 Components reusable as services that 

provide pre-built interfaces for various 
Blockchain engines
 Consistent and efficient standard-based  

implementation
 Pre-configured and populated networks
 Easy integration with all business 

applications, both native and external
 Simpler adoption of the Blockchain in 

existing infrastructures

The Token Factory module allows users 
to build custom smart contracts and to 
understand the fundamental elements 
underlying the specific features of digital 
tokens, as well as the main differences 
between the various models of digital tokens.

The Token Factory also allows users to flexibly 
configure smart contract functionalities that 
can be customized or used “as is”. It also 
provides development teams with a series 
of standard digital tokens and ready-to-use 
wallets.

Token 
Factory
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The Decentralized Finance paradigm, or DeFi, 
represents an alternative to the traditional 
centralized model. By developing new 
digital services in an open, decentralized 
environment the need to rely on trusted third 
parties can indeed be eliminated.

To meet this challenge successfully, financial 
institutions must change their business 
model. It is not enough just to create one’s 
own DeFi products, the real added value can 
be found in the nature of Blockchain networks 
and the global marketplace. 

SIAchain Studio supports financial 
institutions in their choice of a DeFi approach 
through pre-configured templates and the 
possibility to create new ones allowing for 
quick implementation of successful business 
models.

SIAchain Studio 
supports financial 
institutions in the 
Decentralized Finance challenge.
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The infrastructure developed by SIA 
supports the implementation of Blockchain 
applications with high standards of security, 
reliability and performance.

SIAchain is:
�permissioned, the identity of the 

participants is known and access is 
controlled
�private, the entire technological solution is 

in a private network context 
�controlled, all technological components 

are managed technically by SIA
�distributed, DLT nodes and validation 

nodes are geographically distributed

�secure, resilient and scalable, the 
infrastructure is developed with specific 
technologies and expertise used in 
infrastructures of critical importance for the 
financial system
�multi-platform: it supports the main DLT 

enterprise platforms (currently Corda, 
Ethereum and Hyperledger)
�open to third-party services: the same 

structure can host applications of SIA and 
of third parties 
�European: decision-making powers of the 

technological infrastructure fall under EU 
jurisdiction.

 
SIAchain
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